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Abstract 

A range of supply chain management software packages designed for mid-sized enterprises were 

identified. These software packages were compared and evaluated for their strengths and 

weaknesses. The analysis served as the basis for identification of key success factors for a novel 

software tool for engineering change processing at mid-sized enterprises. A business process 

requirement document was created for the proposed software tool. The presentation will describe 

this tool in adequate detail such that product software development could commence. This 

presentation will also reveal requirements, scope, associated risks analysis, development 

timeline, use-cases, and vested stakeholders. 
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Executive Summary 

A literature review was conducted for various supply chain management software 

packages available for mid sized enterprises in the marketplace. The software packages were 

compared and evaluated. The lessons learned served as the genesis for a novel supply chain 

management (SCM) web based tool for engineering change processing at mid size enterprises  

A business process requirement document was created for the proposed software 

package/tool for engineering change processing. The exercise presents this tool in adequate 

detail such that product/software development could commence. This document not only 

describes requirements for the web based tool but also provides information about the scope, 

associated risk, development timeline, use-cases and vested stakeholders. 

The associated RASCI chart and approvals have also been included with this document. 

Furthermore, all potential stakeholder associated with the proposed software/tool have been 

identified. 
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Introduction 

Supply chain could be described as a series of processes and/or organizations that are 

involved in producing and delivering a product to the final user. (American Society of Quality, 

2006) Management of the supply chain is critical to keep a business economically viable. The 

scope this management process involves: 1) inventory and warehousing- movement and storage 

of materials and data, 2) design and manufacturing-WIP, and 3) logistics - finished goods or 

service from supplier(s) to consumer(s). 

Supply chain council (2011) lists customer service, cost control, planning & risk 

management, supplier/partner relationship management, and talent acquisition & development as 

the five most common challenges to supply chain. 

Supply chain management system (SCM) is defined as a computer based system for the 

distribution and transportation of raw materials and finished products throughout the supply 

chain and for incorporating constraints caused by the supply chain into the production 

scheduling process (Brown et al., 2011) Furthermore, Harland (1994) maintains that influence of 

SCM is not just limited to tangible products but that it also encompasses intangible services 

being supplied to the customers.  

Wailgum (2010) lists following steps as the objectives of SCM: 1) plan  – “…a strategy 

for managing all the resources that go toward meeting customer demand for their product or 

service…”, 2) source – “…choose suppliers to deliver the goods and services they need to create 

their product …”, 3) make  – “…schedule the activities necessary for production, testing, 

packaging and preparation for delivery…”, 4) deliver – “…coordinate the receipt of orders from 

customers, develop a network of warehouses, pick carriers to get products to customers and set 
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up an invoicing system to receive payments” and 5) return – “…create a responsive and flexible 

network for receiving defective and excess products back from their customers and supporting 

customers who have problems with delivered products” 

SCM software tools thus assist in identifying, measuring, reorganizing, improving and 

managing supply chain related transactions and the underlying business processes by deploying 

complex algorithms supplemented by robust computing power. Effectively addressing, all or 

parts, the five objectives and five challenges, listed above, are the adequate requisites of any 

SCM software module/tool.  

A SCM software package would be comprised a portfolio of modules/tools which aim to 

address all aspects of SCM. The modules/tools could include, but not limited to, customer 

requirement & purchase order processing, supplier sourcing & management and inventory & 

warehouse management.  

Literature Review 

The literature review involved reviewing the SCM software currently available in the 

market place. The software reviewed have been presented below: 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV is a complete enterprise resource planning (ERP) software 

solution for mid-sized enterprises with sector specific requirements. The software developers 

highlight that it is fast to implement, easy to configure and simple to use. The software package 

provides modular tools which aim to provide a unified solution to integrate financial, 

manufacturing, supply chain, sales and marketing, project management, human resources, and 

services information.  
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV has found application in the construction, consumer goods, 

distribution, food and beverage manufacturing and retails industries. The software package is 

also being used by governmental organizations. Additionally, the software is available in 

multiple languages and is compatible with the cloud computing infrastructure. 

The business logic source code is available to developers, programmers, database 

administrators and power users who would like to customize various software modules/tools. 

Such an open architecture aims to provide quick and low-cost implementation, adjustment and 

maintenance. Microsoft (2011) reported that 80,000 customers, over one million users 

worldwide, and is available in more than 40 country versions. Figure 1 shows work screen for 

the Microsoft Dynamics NAV. 

 

Figure 1: Microsoft Dynamics NAV (Microsoft, 2011) 
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JDA Supply Chain Now 

Scottsdale, AZ based JDA software group launched their Supply Chain Now software for 

mid sized enterprises in December 2010. According to a JDA press release the software package 

is delivered via the JDA® Private Cloud. JDA (2010) claims that it Supply Chain Now software 

“…is a fully maintained solution offering implemented in as fast as four months using best 

practices proven to be successful for 83 of the top 100 consumer product goods manufacturers. 

It could be argued that since the JDA installs runs and maintains Supply Chain Now, 

midsized companies can focus “…on running their businesses while gaining supply chain 

management processes – from demand forecasting to supply planning…” JDA claims that the 

Supply Chain Now software assists in providing: 1) an accurate statistical forecasting and 

optimized inventory management, 2) reduced time-intensive data gathering and analysis, 3) 

advanced notice of potential supply chain issues and 4) ability to expand the solution’s 

capabilities as a company grows in volume and complexity. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of an 

advertisement for JDA’s Supply Chain Now. 

SCM forms the foundation of organizational growth. Hence, implementation of Supply 

Chain Now could provide a low-risk and low-cost avenue which could provide fast return and 

value addition to products and services supplied by mid sized enterprises 

 

Figure 2: JDA Supply Chain Now (JDA, 2010) 
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abas Distribution 

abas Distribution is supply chain management software developed and marketed by 

ABAS software AG, a German business software provider.  The software finds customers across 

a wide array of industries ranging from accounting consultancies to toy manufactures. The abas 

Distribution software enable mid size enterprises to control inventory, increase on-time 

deliveries and optimize information access throughout the company, leading users to reduce 

costs and better service their clients. Figure 3 shows the capability of the abas Distribution 

The abas Distribution claims rapid implementation, good price/performance ratio, 

flexibility, customization, platform independence, provider support, data security and integration 

& interface with other business & technical software such as Microsoft Office & ODBC.  

The abas Distribution could be combined with other ABAS products - abas ERP and abas 

eB to achieve a complete solution which could provide a “…broad spectrum of functions to 

midsize companies: from purchasing and sales through to materials management, production 

planning and production through to accounting…” (ABAS, 2011) 

 

Figure 3: abas Distribution (EBAS USA, 2011) 
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IQMS EnterpriseIQ 

This software is provided by a California based company - IQMS. The EnterpriseIQ is a 

comprehensive, single database manufacturing, ERP and SCM software solution. This single 

database architecture provides real-time supply chain information through unified platform 

which inherently eliminates the batch interfaces. 

The EnterpriseIQ provides following capabilities to a mid size enterprise: 1) demand 

planning - EnterpriseIQ Planning and Scheduling is updated in real time from events occurring 

throughout the supply chain, 2) order management, 3) inventory management - built on 

facilitating lean management principles, 4) EDI/eCommerce – “The EnterpriseIQ EDI Translator 

supports true Supply Chain functionality with the exchange of two-way EDI messages for 

customers, suppliers and freight carriers. The IQMS EDI module translates incoming files 

directly into EnterpriseIQ and outbound transactions are automatically generated in trading 

partner format.” (IQMS, 2011), 5) Vendor Management - supports the ability to manage 

inventory stored or manufactured through out the supply chain, and 6) Key performance 

indicators and Metric reporting. Figure 4 shows some screenshot of EDI/eCommerce. 

 

Figure 4: IQMS EnterpriseIQ-EDI/ecommerce (IQMS, 2011) 
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Manhattan SCOPE 

Manhattan SCOPE provides its SCM solutions to small and mid sized enterprises in a 

broad range of industries, including the retail, consumer goods, food, government, high tech, 

industrial, and life sciences sectors. The Manhattan software is used by over 1200 customers 

around world. According to Atlanta, GA based Manhattan Associates (2011) “…SCOPE enables 

whole chain awareness-the power to see and act in ways that factor in storage, labor and 

scheduling constraints; transportation capacity, routing plans and fuel cost parameters; and 

inventory planning and buying decisions…” which leads to overall performance enhancement.  

A unified platform – module approach for the organizational supply chain management 

Manhattan SCOPE amalgamates and optimizes all aspects of supply chain from planning to 

execution to service/follow-up. The software portfolio consists of five key supply chain software 

modules:  planning and forecasting, inventory optimization, order lifecycle management, 

transportation lifecycle management and distribution management. These modules are 

supplemented by platforms which include supply chain intelligence, supply chain visibility and 

supply chain event management -- that organize and deliver the information and processes 

needed to optimize supply chains. Figure 5 shows Manhattan SCOPE’s platforms and modules. 

 

Figure 5: Manhattan SCOPE philosophy, platforms and modules (Manhattan Associates, 2011) 
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SAP Business ByDesign 

Germany based SAP’s Business ByDesign is an integrated on demand business 

management software package for wide array of medium sized enterprises. (SAP, 2011) This 

software package is Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution which can be run on an internet 

connected personal computer while the software and data are stored on the host servers. Cloud 

computing hand in hand with SaaS provide stable basis for the Business ByDesign software 

package. Furthermore, the SAP Business ByDesign is built on a Service-oriented architecture 

(SOA). SAP (2011) asserts that this software solution is both affordable and customizable. 

Besides the providing a solution for supply chain management the Business ByDesign 

provides single on-demand solution that can manage other key business functions as well, such 

as customer relationship management, financial management, project management, supplier 

relation management, human resources management, executive and compliance management. 

(SAP, 2011) The SAP Business ByDesign is scalable solution which can be expanded as need of 

an organization grows. Figure 6 shows the SAP Business ByDesign home screen. Since this 

SaaS solution is managed, monitored, and maintained by SAP experts in their data centers mid 

sized enterprises can put their focus on their business rather than getting distracted by IT issues.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: SAP Business ByDesign (SAP, 2011) 
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Sage ERP X3 

The Sage ERP X3 offered by a British company provides industry-specific functionality 

in a single fully integrated business process management system especially designed for mid 

sized enterprises. The preconfigured customizable management solutions are based on industry 

specific best standard practices (Sage, 2011). Sage ERP X3 integrates and streamlines multiple 

business information and processes vis-à-vis finance, sales, CRM, purchasing, warehousing and 

manufacturing within one single software system and database. This approach aims to minimize 

the strain on precious and limited resources due to IT related issues. Sage ERP X3 is built on the 

Sage Application Framework for the Enterprise X3 technology (SAFE X3), the common 

development platform shared by a full set of Sage applications for mid-to-large enterprises. The 

SAFE X3 technology delivers features including: SOA/Web-Native Platform, WebTop Interface 

for Users, Full Web Service Compliance (XML, UDDI, WSDL, SOAP, and 4GL) 

The software package has found application in industries such as manufacturing, life 

sciences, food & beverages, retail, marketing and distribution. Sage (2011) claims that Sage ERP 

X3 provides a cost effective, simple and fast solution for the industries operating in today’s 

complex market place. Figure 7 shows Sage ERP X3 home screen 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Sage ERP X3 (Sage, 2011) 
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Other SCM software available for mid sized enterprises 

Preceding sections highlight the top five SCM software packages, in the author’s view, 

for mid-sized enterprises. Other SCM software packages which were reviewed but not included 

in this report are shown in table 1. However, it must be noted that further review might uncover 

additional capabilities of these software packages which currently remain unexplored due to time 

and resource constraints on the part of the author. 

Other SCM software packages 

3RDWAVE Enterprise Global Trade Management - Blinco  LogiView by Cadre Technologies, Inc 

Accuplus by Cadre Technologies, Inc LOGIX by TOTVS S/A 

Apprise by Apprise Software, Inc. LTT Planner by LeadTime Technology  

Avercast Forecasting & Demand Planning Software -Avercast Macola ERP Supply Chain Management (SCM) by Exact 

Blueair core products by Blueair Networks Inc n.Skep by Production Modeling Corporation 

Cambian C/3 by Cambian PeopleSoft Enterprise by Oracle 

Collaborative Application Framework by Sockeye Solutions Prescient 5 by Prescient 

CoreWMS by Software Technology & Consulting PSI Planner by Logistics Planning Associates 

Demantra Spectrum by Demantra QAD Enterprise Applications by QAD 

E2e by RedPrairie Corporation RealExchange by ICG Commerce 

eGPS by Adexa, Inc. Retalix by Retalix 

EliteSeries by TECSYS Roadmap Millennium by Roadmap Technologies 

Epicor ERP by Epicor ROI+ by TCLogic, LLC 

ERP Plus by Verticent Schedule / Plan / Operate by Taylor Scheduling Software, Inc 

FlexiStock by Vistant Corporation SCM Live by Mitrix 

Frictionless Sourcing by Frictionless Commerce Inc Service Planning & Optimization Product Suite by MCA Sol. 

Global Supply Chain Collaboration by Agentrics Skyway Direct Procurement Unification by Skyway Software 

GSQA (Global Supplier Quality Assurance) by EMNS Supply Chain Advantage by HighJump Software 

GT Nexus Trade and Logistics Portal by GT Nexus Supply Chain Apptricity by Apptricity 

Infor SCM by Infor Synchronicity by Radcliffe Inc 

Infor SCM Warehouse Management Enterprise by Infor T³Series by Zionex 

Inventory Optimization by Catalyst International TradeStream by Click Commerce 

iVelocity by TSi Logistics Vision Suite by Jesta I.S. 

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Supply Management by Oracle WaerLinx by Waer Systems Limited 

Lawson M3 Supply Chain Management by Lawson Software Wahupa SCM by Wahupa 

LogicNet, LogicChain, and Inventory Analyst by LogicTools Warehouse Under Control by 4uLogistics 

Logility Voyager Solutions by Logility  

 

Table 1: Other SCM software for mid size enterprises 
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Analysis of Literature 

Based on the review of provider websites, customer service online chats and phone calls 

following matrix – Table 2 – was developed to compare the seven software packages described 

in previous sections. The criteria of evaluation have been developed by the author with inputs 

from the Software Evaluation Center, U.K.   

 

Table 2: A comparison of the seven software packages 

The Microsoft Dynamics NAV, SAP Business ByDesign and Sage ERP X3 emerged as 

the top software packages.  

These software packages have been evaluated by the Technology Evaluation Centers 

against the highest, average and lowest rated competitors. The results of these evaluations have 

been provided in table 3 and figure 8. These results show that the SAP Business ByDesign is not 
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the best software for SCM. Additionally, it could be argued that Microsoft Dynamics NAV has 

an edge of Sage ERP X3.  

Table 3: Comparison of top three SCM software packages 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of top three SCM software packages 

Based on the evaluations of the author and Technology Evaluation Center it can be 

concluded that Microsoft Dynamics NAV is the best software for supply chain management at 

mid sized enterprises. Concepts from this software solution could be used to build a robust BPR 
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Lessons learned from literature review 

The literature review leads to development of five factors which are critical to the success 

of an SCM software package geared towards mid sized enterprises. These factors include: 

1) Business scope alignment – The SCM software package should have an alignment 

with the business scope and the underlying IT structure. Such a misalignment could 

lead to slow returns and resource wastage 

2) Cost of ownership – The software cost of ownership including software & hardware 

price, implementation, maintenance & training costs need to optimized and scaled 

with regards to the organizations size. Cost of periodic and timely upgrades for 

effective SCM software should considerate and contextual to the prevailing business 

and technological climate. 

3) User competency – The lack sophistication and pre-requisite knowledge of the 

personnel operating the software packages could pose a major hurdle. Organizations 

and vendors need to ensure that the workforce using the software package posses the 

right level of competency. 

4) Access – The software packages should be able to support multiple users and work 

sites across the globe. Portability and security of data is of immense concern to 

modern organizations. Hence, the software solutions should not only provide layers 

of security - for example: OSI Model with 5 levels of security but also platform 

neutrality with regards to operating systems, database types and administrative 

software - for example: word processor, calendar etc. The concept of cloud 

computing & SaaS could help organization leverage the software solutions to their 
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maximum potential. 

5)  Modular approach – The software package available in modules help mid sized 

enterprises buy the right amount of software for their size and requirement. The 

modular approach not only assists in incremental expansion but also helps in proper 

pricing and effective maintenance. Furthermore, the modular approach ensures that 

failure of one module would not bring the whole system down. Modules created for 

specific business function also could lead to development of expert/power users. 

The lesson learned from the literature review will form the basis of a requirement 

document, presented in the following sections, used to describe a new web-based software 

application for mid-sized enterprises based on Microsoft Dynamics NAV. This software solution 

will in competition to the offering from American Unit Inc. which “…released an Engineering 

Change Management module for Microsoft Dynamics NAV” in 2010 (Derringer, 2010) 
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RASCI Chart 

Table 4 presents the RASCI chart which defines stakeholders and their roles in the 

production of the Business Requirement Document (BRD) vis-à-vis -  

! – Authorize:  ultimate signing authority for the document and any changes 

R – Responsible:  for creating this document. 

A – Accountable:  for accuracy of this document (for example, the project manager). 

S – Supports: in the production of this document. 

C – Consulted: provides input (such as an interviewee). 

I – Informed: about any changes. 

Name Position ! R A S C I
 Ms. Sponsor Manager  Project Sponsor x      
 Ms. Requirements Engineer  Product Development  x     
 Mr. Engineering Manager  Product Manager   x    
 Mr. Logistics Engineer  Logistics & Transport     x   
 Mr. Software Engineer  Software Developer     x  
 Ms. Financial Analyst  Finance      x  
 Ms. Information Officer  CIO      x 
 Mr. Purchasing Manager  Purchasing     x  

 
Table 4: RASCI Chart 
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Business Process Background 

In today’s market place time taken to upgrade a product or time taken to implement a 

corrective action could make or break an organization. (Pikosz and Malmqvist, 1998) Change 

management process has to suffice expectations with regards to 1) administrative [approval] 

processing of a change, 2) traceability and archiving of the change and 3) facilitate change 

implementation 

Towill (1996) and Burt et al. (2003) point out that inefficient engineering change 

management could lead to significant issues in effective supply chain management. Engineering 

changes impact all aspects of the supply chain from suppliers to customers and every other 

intermediary stakeholder. It can hence be argued that seamless engineering change management 

would ensure smooth supply chain.  

This requirement document would focus on web-based software solution aimed to 

optimize engineering change process in order to improve the supply chain management in mid 

sized organizations. 

Business Objective 

Businesses lose valuable time and resources when dealing with engineering changes. 

Inefficient handlings of engineering changes not only lead to wastage of resources but could also 

lead to unhappy customers. Such a scenario could be extremely detrimental to an organization’s 

business viability.  The business objective for this requirement document is to achieve an 

engineering change decision – approve/reject – within 72 hours.  

Business Requirements 

Four business requirements have been identified: 1) Reduce time needed to verify 
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background/historical information, 2) reduce the time needed to plan implementation, 3) reduce 

the time needed to make decisions and 4) commonize engineering change tracking. 

Functional Requirements 

The business requirements give rise to the following functional requirements: 1) Provide 

a common interface to log in all information related to change, 2) provide a common interface to 

retrieve data, 3) automated creation of milestone and deadlines based on the start date, 4) 

automated creation of EC specific report, 5) automate signature process, 6) enable research of 

historical data, and 7) tracking of all open and closed engineering changes  

Non-Functional Requirements 

Engineering changes need to be archived for a period of specified by the users and 

subsequently deleted upon expiration of the retention period. 

The title bar of software solution proposed should contain the words MI-EMU. Figure 9 

shows a proposed logo which should appear on the all reported generated by the software 

solution.  

 

Figure 9: MI-EMU logo 

Performance Requirements 

The single/specific engineering change report generation should not take more than 3 

seconds of processing time. A report containing 100 engineering changes should not take more 

than 8 seconds of processing time. A report containing more than 100 engineering changes 

should not take more than 60 seconds of processing time.   

Searching a single keyword should not take more than 3 seconds of processing time. A 
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complex search should not take more than 60 seconds of processing time. 

Time needed to move data from one location to another will excluded from calculation of 

time needed to meet various performance requirements. 

Throughput Requirements 

It is assumed that a mid size enterprise has less than 500 employees. Additionally, it is 

assumed that the enterprise implements about one engineering change per week.  Based on these 

assumptions the software solution is expected to support one transaction per second with 99% 

availability. The throughput numbers listed here are in concurrence with numbers from other 

comparable systems such as the Germain Software solution for mid-size enterprises 

Usability and Training Requirements 

Initial deployment of software solution should not take more than 1 day. Users with basic 

Windows operating system and office software experience should be able to operate the software 

solution with no training.   

Full deployment should not take longer than 1 week. Users should not require more than 

one day of training to learn all functionality of the software solution. The administrators should 

not require more than 2 days of training.  

Duration of complete deployment effort should not exceed more than 1 week. 

Furthermore, the training and associated materials, syllabus, workshops will be designed, 

published and delivered by the vendor of the software solution 

Sub components of the software need to be modular based on service oriented 

architectures (SOA). Standard interfaces, such as XML, and protocols such as TCP/IP should be 

used to connect and link the software solution internally and externally.  
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Conformance to following usability standards will be required. Incase of conflict 

between ISO & ANSI the ISO standards will take precedence. 

1) ISO/TR 16982:2002 - Ergonomics of human-system interaction -- Usability methods 

supporting human-centered design 

2) ISO 9241-210:2010 - Ergonomics of human-system interaction -- Human-centered 

design for interactive systems 

3) ANSI/INCITS - 354 Industry Usability Reporting and the Common Industry Format 

Software upgrades and security patches will be provided by the software solution vendor 

in periodic and timely manner.  

Security Requirements 

The software solution should be accessible to only those users whose Windows operating 

system usernames are identified as users, administrators and master(s). The OSI Model with 5 

levels of security should be followed. The software solution and the files generated by it should 

be scan-able with Trend Micro OfficeScan Client. 

Volume and Storage Requirements 

The software solution will be hosted on local onsite servers and PCs see figure 10. The 

users should have predefined disk quotas. However, the software solution need to backup all data 

to the cloud based data backup once in every 24 hours. The cloud based data backup is provided 

as SaaS by Carbonite. The engineering change identification numbers need to be communicated 

to an Oracle based ERP system through XML based data exchange. 

There need to be at least 50 user accounts, along with 5 administrative accounts and 1 

master account  
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Configuration Requirements 

The software solution should be developed using Microsoft Dynamics NAV. It should be 

able to run on Microsoft based 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems including but not limited to 

Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Vista Business, Enterprise, or 

Ultimate with SP1 or SP2, Windows Server 2003 SP2, Windows Server 2003 R2 SP2, Windows 

XP Professional SP3. Besides the local server, the maximum allocated PC hard disk space 

should be 1 GB. The memory requirements should not exceed 4 GB. 

Assumptions 

The software solution would be used in geographically distributed mid sized enterprise 

organization with less than 500 employees  

Definitions 

Engineering Change: Engineering change is defined as a modification of the product 

definition data of a product due to quality enhancement, cost reduction, correction of errors, 

supply resource, legal compliance, customer request, and process changes. 

IDEF – IDEF stands for Integrated Definition for Function Modeling. The IDEF is part of 

family of standard modeling languages  

Product: Product is defined as an item, tangible or intangible, that is offered to the market 

Software solution: Software solution is defined as a web-based engineering change 

management system 

Scope 

Engineering change management process could be categorized into following five steps: 

1) Identify need for engineering change, 2) select and develop counteraction, 3) specify, 
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document, track and decision change, 4) engineering implementation of change and 5) 

manufacturing implementation of change  (Automotive Industry Action Group, 2009) 

Steps 3 and 4 constitute the scope of the software solution. Step 5 is optional for 

manufacturing enterprises. Steps 1, 2 are excluded from the scope of the software solution.  

Impact of Proposed Software Solution   

Impacts of the proposed solution are listed in table 5. 

Business Use Case New? 
Desired 
Functionality 

Current 
Functionality 

Stakeholders / 
Systems 

Priority 

Specify, document, track and 
decision change 

 Yes 
  

 Web-Based 
  

 N/A 
  

Manufacturing 
Engineering 
Initiator 
Initiator’s Mgr 
EC team 
Supplier 
Customer 
Action responsible 
  

 1 

Engineering implementation 
of change 

 1 

Manufacturing 
implementation of change 

     2 

 
.  Table 5: Impacts of proposed software solution 

 
Overall architecture 

The software solution architecture should be modeled as a three tier web based system 

based on Microsoft's Windows distributed internet applications. Four components are included in 

the software solution include: a database server, a web server, an application server, and a 

number of clients/users. The model proposed by Huang et al. (2001) would be ideal for this 

software solution. This model could be used as guideline. Figure 10 shows overall architecture 

and some selected forms which should be provided in the of web-based ECM software solution. 
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Figure 10: Overall architecture of web-based ECM software solution (Huang et al., 2001) 
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Risk Analysis 

The risk associated with development of software solution was studied. The critical risks 

have been presented in table 6. 

 
Table 6: Risk analysis 
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Business Case 

Faster processing of engineering changes will result in a more efficient supply chain. 

Impact of improved engineering change processing was studied on supply chain metrics. It is 

estimated that if all engineering changes are processed within 72 hours the supply chain could 

improve the order fill rate by approximately 2% and reduce the average cycle time by about 

10%. Furthermore, there will be improvements in plants’ utilization and overall quality along 

with lowering of scrap costs. Lastly, enhanced customer satisfaction will be achieved. Based on 

these numbers the pay back period for this project will be six months. 

Note to professor: This section is based on plausible yet fictitious numbers in order to 

illustrate linkage between engineering change management and supply chain management. 

Timetable 

Analysis/BRD  Start: 9/1/2011   End: 11/1/2011 

Bidding  Start: 11/1/2001  End: 12/1/2011 

Vendor selection Start: 12/1/2011  End: 12/7/2011 

Contract signing Start: 12/7/2011  End: 12/20/2011 

Testing  Start: 1/1/2012   End: 3/1/2012 

Pilot introduction Start: 3/1/2012   End: 4/15/2012 

Full deployment Start: 5/1/2012   End: 6/1/2012 
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Business Use Cases 

Strategic Automotive product data Standards Industry Group (2010) released an 

engineering change management reference process with a goal of creating an efficient 

“…engineering change management collaboration throughout the global automotive supply 

chain”. The Strategic Automotive product data Standards Industry Group – known as SASIG –

comprises of many national automotive original equipment manufacturers and supplier 

associations. Member of SASIG include: AIAG of USA, GALIA of France, JAMA of Japan, 

Odette Sweden of Sweden and VDA of Germany. SASIG’s engineering change management 

process has been used as reference to chalk out the business and systems use cases. 

An IDEF0 context diagram for the engineering change process has been shown in figure 

11. The input, output, control and mechanism – ICOM can also be seen in figure 11 

  

Figure 11: IDEF0 Context diagram for engineering change management software solution 
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All five steps involved in the engineering management, as listed in the Scope section, 

are contained with the process/activity box named engineering change management in figure 11. 

The input to the process/activity is an issue. An issue could be described as a product related 

concern with a potential of creating a change in the form, fit or function. The outputs of the 

process/activity include a rejected EC, canceled EC or an implemented EC. While a rejected EC 

could involve a deliberate decision against continuing activities pertaining to the EC, a canceled 

EC could involve seizure of activities due to changes in operating conditions for example 

potential supplier going out of business. An implemented EC would involve performing all 

mandated actions pursuant to all required approvals. The organizational procedures will control 

how EC processing will be handled.  

The mechanisms/users for the process will include: customers, suppliers, engineering 

change team, action responsible, issue initiator and initiator’s manager. The engineering change 

team – EC team – could include stakeholders from engineering, manufacturing, finance, quality, 

IT, logistics and sales. The EC team would also include the person who initiated the change and 

his/her manager. Action responsible is an individual who has assigned tasks related to the EC 

Engineering change management could be broken down in five sub processes/activities in 

accordance to the five steps defined in the Scope section. It must be noted again that 1) identify 

need for engineering change and 2) select and develop counteractions process steps are not 

included within the scope of the software solution. These processes are event based. Hence, their 

standardization with the software solution would be technically and economically prohibitive. 

Figure 12 shows the IDEF0 breakdown of the engineering change management process/activity.  
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Figure 12: IDEF0 breakdown of the EC management activity/process for the software solution 

Identify need for engineering change will be trigged by an issue. This process/activity is 

controlled by organizational procedures. The mechanisms/users include issue initiator, initiator’s 

manager, customer(s) and supplier(s). The outputs would include rejected EC or issue accepted 

as EC. The accepted issues could be categorized as: 1) needing development of counteractions, 

2) needing additional details for EC formalization, 3) accepted issue which doesn’t need 

counteraction development or additional specification but which is ready to progress to 

engineering implementation of change. 

Select and develop counteractions is controlled by organizational procedures. The inputs 

to this process/activity include: 1) an accepted issues which needs counteractions defined and 2) 
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disapproved EC with recommendations for counteractions from specify, document, track and 

decision change process/activity. The recommendations are based on analysis by the EC team 

with respects to cost, time, quality, and system effects. The mechanisms/users include issue 

initiator and initiator’s manager. 

Specify, document, track and decision change process/activity is initiated by an issue 

accepted as EC or recommended countermeasures. This process/activity is controlled by 

organizational procedures. The mechanisms/users include issue initiator, EC team and action 

responsible. The outputs of this process/activity include an approved EC or a canceled EC. An 

approved EC is based on an evaluation from the EC team  

Engineering implementation of change is controlled by organizational procedures. The 

mechanisms/users include action responsible for engineering, supplier and customer. The outputs 

of this process/activity include a released EC, a implemented EC or a canceled EC. Released EC 

is entail issuance of a work order from engineering to manufacturing. The triggers for this 

process/activity an issue accepted as EC or an approved EC.  

Manufacturing implementation of change is also controlled by organizational procedures. 

The mechanisms/users include action responsible for manufacturing, supplier and customer. The 

outputs of this process/activity include a implemented EC or a canceled EC. The triggers for this 

process/activity an issue accepted as EC or an approved EC.  

Actors 

Various actors - internal employees, external parties and other systems, involved with the 

software solution, defined in the previous section, are described in table 7, table 8 and table 9 
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respectively. 

Workers (Actors) 

Department / Position General Impact of Project
 EC Team  Specifies, documents and decides upon an EC request  
 Issue Initiator  Discovers an issue and initiate a change 
 Initiator’s manager  Approves acceptances of an issue as an EC 
 Action responsible  Completes assigned engineering or manufacturing tasks 

Table 7: Internal Employees 

Business Actors 

Actors General Impact of Project
 Customer   Accepts products or services in lieu of financial consideration 
  Supplier   Provides products or services in lieu of financial consideration 

Table 8: External Parties 

Other Systems 

System General Impact of Project

 Product definition 
database within ERP 
system 

 Contains data necessary to precisely define a product for example 
drawings, test specs etc. Software solution needs to connect to this 
database to attach brief EC related information – EC id number, 
EC description to product part number via XML 

Table 9: Other systems 

User Requirements 

IDEF0 level 2 diagrams for 1) specify, document, track and decision change is presented, 

2) engineering implementation of change and 3) manufacturing implementation of change are 

presented in figure 13, figure14 and figure 15 respectively. 

The specify, document, track and decision change process/activity could be broken down 

into following sub-processes/sub-activities: 1) verify & check EC background, 2) 

create/document EC, 3) specify EC- technical and business analysis, 4) comment/track EC and 

5) decision EC. Organization procedures serve as controls for all of these processes. 
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Figure 13:IDEF0 breakdown of the process/activity specify, document, track and decision change 

Verify & check EC background involves looking historical data from other ECs and 

verifying that all necessary information needed to proceed is present. Inputs include an issue 

accepted as EC or recommended countermeasures. The outputs could be canceled EC or an 

accepted EC. The mechanisms/users include issue initiator and EC team 

Create/document EC process involves creating a new EC in the software solution by the 

issue initiator based on the input of an accepted EC. A newly created EC is the output of this 

process activity. 

Technical and business estimates/details are added to the EC in the specify EC 

process/activity by the issue initiator and the EC team based on the input of an created EC. A 
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detailed EC is the output of this process activity. 

Comment/track EC process/activity involves collecting input from suppliers(s), 

customer(s), the issue initiator and the EC team with regards to items such as cost and timing. 

Additionally, the issue initiator tracks and verifies EC progress against the milestones set by the 

organizational procedures. The input to this process/activity is detailed EC. A commented EC is 

the output of this process activity. 

The commented EC acts as an input to the decision EC process/activity. This 

process/activity involves the EC team making the determination whether to approve or 

disapprove an EC. 

The engineering implementation of change process/activity could be broken down into 

following sub-processes/sub-activities: 1) plan EC for engineering implementation, and 2) 

execute EC for engineering implementation. Organization procedures serve as controls for both 

of these processes. 

Inputs to plan EC engineering implementation process/activity include an approved EC 

or an issue accepted as EC. The output involves detailed and planned EC ready for engineering 

implementation. The mechanisms/users include action responsible from engineering, supplier(s) 

and customer(s) 

Execute EC for engineering implementation involves activities such as drawing 

correction, testing specification correction or cost only changes. A detailed and planned EC 

ready for engineering implementation serves as an input to this process/activity. The outputs 

include a canceled EC, implemented EC or a released EC 
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Figure 14:IDEF0 breakdown of engineering implementation of change 

The manufacturing implementation of change process/activity could be broken down into 

following sub-processes/sub-activities: 1) plan EC for manufacturing implementation, and 2) 

execute EC for manufacturing implementation. Organization procedures serve as controls for 

both of these processes. 

Inputs to plan EC manufacturing implementation process/activity include a released EC. 

The outputs involves a detailed and planned EC ready for manufacturing implementation The 

mechanisms/users include action responsible from manufacturing, supplier(s) and customer(s) 

Execute EC for manufacturing implementation involves activities such as machine moves 

and supplier changes. A detailed and planned EC ready for manufacturing implementation serves 
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as an input to this process/activity. The outputs include canceled EC or implemented EC 

 

Figure 15:IDEF0 breakdown of manufacturing implementation of change 

Functionality of selected forms 

In general all forms and reports should satisfy the requirements listed in previous sections 

Functional description of some selected forms to be used as guidelines for designing the forms is 

included below:  

1) EC log form: presents the details of past activities related to a specific EC previously 

entered in the system. The overview also includes information such as EC id number, 

EC title, the date of EC request, and the name of the originator. The information 

presented in this form helps in better understanding of the EC.  The EC log form 
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“…provides a medium for users triggering the other ECM forms, if needed.” (Huang 

et al., 2001) 

2) EC request form: serves as a means for a new EC. Information related to a specific 

EC could also be reviewed via this form  

3) EC evaluation form: provides a means to comment, track and decide upon an EC. 

This form facilitates analysis of the EC is analyzed “…in terms of its impacts on 

products, processes and other organizational and/or operational aspects.” (Huang et 

al., 2001).  The information presented in this form helps in better understanding of the 

impacts of a specific EC. 

4) EC notice form: It is used to notify stakeholders about the status of an EC  

Global business rules 

The software solution should send out automatic notification about status of an EC to the 

EC teams at 24, 48 and 72 hours. If the EC is still open at 72 hours automatic notification should 

go the director of the issue initiator at 96 hours, 120 hours and 144 hours. Automatic notification 

should be sent to divisional president, daily, after 144 hours until the EC is closed. 
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